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Her first time on CD,  New York Times  bestselling Queen of erotica, Zane, delivers a long-awaited

new novel about two couples whose lives intersect in surprising ways after one of the men saves

both women from a car crash. Brooke Alexander is in love with one of Washington, D.C.â€™s most

prominent attorneys. Patrick is everything that dreams are made of, or so it seems. One day, Patrick

can be loving and supportive, the next, demeaning and angry at the world.  Damon Johnson has

been married to his wife, Carleigh, for four years. He is compassionate, honest, and worships the

ground that she walks on. But Carleigh treats Damon like a trophy, allowing her friends to salivate

over him and disrespect their happy home. Damon has dreams outside of his six-figure corporate

job and Carleigh treats his life aspirations like a joke. Her selfish nature makes Damon wonder if he

made the right decision when he asked for her hand in marriage.  A tragic event forces Brooke and

Damon to become a part of each otherâ€™s lives. Through the darkest of times, they find the

courage, strength and perseverance to discover the true meaning of unconditional love when,

together, they experience a total eclipse of the heart. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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... and that pretty much sums up this new novel by Zane. There are some books that you read, and

then there are some books that read you. The last time I felt emotional about a Zane book was

`Nervous'. Now I know some of y'all might be saying, "why your stupid tail getting all emotional over

an erotic book"? Well, after I punched you in the face I would say "read this book first and THEN ask



me that question". I swear Zane needs to teach a class on what it takes to write a book because she

gets it right (again) with this one.Yeah, it has all of the insanely hot sex that Zane is known for;

matter of fact the way this book starts is enough to have you running and jumping into a bathtub full

of ice. As with all of her novels, Zane has created characters that you will love AND hate. Patrick.

Patrick, Patrick, Patrick. And Carleigh... her idiot antics made my gall bladder hurt. Zane creates the

perfect blend of drama, sex, humor, and strikingly real life situations... almost too real if you want the

plain truth about it.Not quite sure how Zane blends the serious drama and the melting sexuality so

perfectly... but she does. I loved how she used the different type of eclipses to introduce the

sections of her book. This story brings up some serious questions about relationships and what we

do or do not settle for. Is the person you're with your real soul mate? Are you in a relationship

because you're scared of quitting and starting a new one, even if the one you are in is abusive? Is it

possible to find your soul mate AFTER you've been married? Entertaining, powerful, randy, and

insightful, `Total Eclipse' is a perfect way for you to closeout your 2009 reading season.

I had stepped away from Zane for a minute and grabbed this book on impulse. I waited two days to

read it, waiting to see a review. BIG MISTAKE! this book was amazing. I read it in 5 hours. There is

a huge suprise waiting at the end of the book, the very end. I immediately had to re-read the book

just to see if there were any hints to the surprise. I LOVE books like that. Zane did an awesome job

at telling a love story that was timeless and classic with a twist to it. This was realistic and very heart

warming. Zane definitly brought me back with this book. This is one of my favorites!

I thought nothing could Top a love story like "AfterBurn"!!!! And this has, I love reading Zane and just

when i thought she couldn't blow me away...she HAS! This love story, keeps you reading. I finished

it in two days and already want to read it again. I highly recommend this book a must in your Zane

collection. ENJOY

This became one of my favorite books of all time!!!! I read it a few years back and never left a

review. I love books that provide a message, and this message is needed, especially with what's

going on today! Read and open your heart and mind.

I found this book pulled me in with the story and the characters. I may be a little biased because I

was familiar with character's locations in the DMV (DC,MD,VA) area.The author did not what to tell

the reader the races or the main two and it worked for this book if you ask me. This story was vivid



without giving away too much about the two main character's appearances. I have read this book

twice... its awesome for the pedicure chair or under the hair dryer.

I really enjoyed this book and the characters. It shows that when two people love each other,

nothing can stand in their way. Damon was the perfect gentleman and was too good for Carliegh. I

absolutely loved Tony crazy behind and there is a surprise at the ending. OMG I wish I could

comment on it, but it will be a spolier and I hate when people do that. Read this book!!!!

Right when you think you know what's going on she throws a curveball!! I really enjoyed this novel.

Brooke and Damon found themselves in quite a dilemma. She is an amazing writer and I

recommend this book

Zane has truly outdone herself with "Total Eclipse of the Heart"! This story was a drastic change

from Zane's usual, but I enjoyed it just the same! I'm glad the raunchy was turned down just a

bit.Slightly overweight waitress Brooke Alexander is in a unfulfilled relationship with wealthy lawyer

Patrick Sterling. Patrick's uppity wealthy parents feel that Brooke is beneath Patrick and let her

know it whenever they can. Patrick is verbally abusive to Brooke at times and often complains about

her weight. Brooke wants out but doesn't feel she has the finances or strength to leave.Damon

Johnson is married to his wife of four years, Carleigh. Damon worships the ground Carleigh walks

on and would never dream of hurting her. Carleigh on the other hand allows her friends to make

inappropriate sexual remarks about Damon. Damon feels he is only "eye candy or a trophy

husband" to Carleigh. Carleigh is not supportive of Damon's entrepreneurial efforts to launch his

own dating websites.Damon and Brooke are two people who will be brought together unexpectedly

and tragically, but their meeting seems to be fate, meant to be and a total eclipse of the heart is

destined to occur. This book was a bonafide page turner and I was totally shocked at the end about

Damon and Brooke!!
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